Harbinger Group Inc. to Announce Second Quarter Fiscal 2014 Earnings and Host Conference Call
on May 12, 2014
May 3, 2014
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 2, 2014-- Harbinger Group Inc. (“HGI”; NYSE: HRG), a diversified holding company, announced today that it
will report second quarter Fiscal 2014 financial results for the period ended on March 31, 2014 prior to the opening of the New York Stock
Exchange on Monday, May 12, 2014. HGI will host a live conference call to discuss its results on the same day at 9 a.m. Eastern Time.
To join the event, participants may call 1.844.856.8663 (U.S.) or 1.779.232.4737 (international), using conference ID number 42220578. Interested
parties should dial in at least ten minutes prior to the call to register. Alternatively, a live webcast of the conference call can be accessed by interested
parties through the Investor Relations section of the HGI Website, http://harbingergroupinc.com.
A telephonic replay of the call will be available through midnight May 16, 2014 by dialing 1.855.859.2056 (U.S.) or 1.404.537.3406 (international),
conference ID number 42220578. A replay will also be available on the company’s website.
About Harbinger Group Inc.
Harbinger Group Inc. (“HGI”) is a diversified holding company. HGI's principal operations are conducted through companies that: offer life insurance
and annuity products; offer branded consumer products (such as consumer batteries, residential locksets, residential builders' hardware, faucets,
shaving and grooming products, personal care products, small household appliances, specialty pet supplies, lawn and garden and home pest control
products, and personal insect repellents); provide asset-backed loans; and own energy assets. HGI is principally focused on acquiring controlling and
other equity stakes in businesses across a diversified range of industries and growing its existing businesses. In addition to HGI's intention to acquire
controlling equity interests, HGI may also make investments in debt instruments and acquire minority equity interests in companies. HGI is
headquartered in New York and traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol HRG. For more information on HGI,
visit: www.harbingergroupinc.com.
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